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may perhaps shed some light on the possi-
bility of rapid dust formation in the ISM. In these objects dust 
appears to form very efficiently and very fast once nucleation 
has occurred. It has been suggested that ionisation may actually 
a key role in this rapid appearance of dust 
Additionally, novre seem to be able to perform the si-
multaneous nucleation of carbonaceous and silicate grains, (e.g., 
Although, it is not clear whether this is due to 
coeval multi-phase dust formation or due to chemically-distinct 
and spatially and/or temporally separated mass-loss episodes. 
Given that the gas in the shells around novre, where dust forma-
tion occurs, are extremely dense it seems unlikely that similar 
dust formation processes could occur in the ISM. 
Clearly evolved carbon stars are important sources of 
carbon-rich dust. There is now increasing observational evidence 
that this dust primarily consists of hydrogenated amorphous car-
bonaceous solids that form and evolve in their atmospheres and 
extended shells (e.g., and after their injection 
into in the ISM (e.g., 
aL Hydrogen implantation into grains, 
in conjunction with photo-processing in energetic regions of 
the ISM, e.g., HII regions, photon-dominated regions and shock 
waves, will probably pollute any pure carbon phase and lead to 
significant changes in its chemistry and structure. 
( observed the 3.4 micron C-H stretch in the 
outflow around the proto-planetary nebula CRL 618, thus show-
ing that the band carrier can form in the ejecta from evolved 
carbon-rich stars. Carbonaceous grains might also form in su-
pernovae 
The dust formation process may be aided by effects of stel-
lar thermal pulsations, which imply that the dust formation and 
ejection may be episodic, as impJied by the observed concentric 
dust shells around evolved stars such as IRC+ 10216 
3.2. In the interstellar medium 
Laboratory analogues of interstellar carbon dust (e.g., 
20(4) show that hydrogen-rich (>50 atomic % H) amor-
phous hydrocarbon solids can explain the observed interstellar 
absorption bands at 3.4, 6.85 and 7.25 flm. 
also show that the thermal annealing of this material is accompa-
nied by an increase in the aromatic component, i.e., an "aroma-
tisation". Such a transformation and evolution of interstellar hy-
drocarbons was proposed by et ( (1990); 
(I as the result of photon-driven processing of 
hydrogen-rich hydrocarbon mantles accreted onto silicate grains 
in the ISM. However, these hydrocarbon materials could also be 
of stardust origin. A progressive loss of hydrogen, and associated 
"aromatisation", of hydrocarbon grains would lead to a smaller 
band gap material and an increase in the aromatic content. The 
end point of this process is probably a low-density, aromatic-
rich material that could dissociate into its constituent aromatic 
molecular components (pAH-like species), and the aliphatic and 
olefininc hydrocarbon bridging structures 
2005; 20l0) as a re-
sult of UV photo-processing and/or fragmentation in grain-grain 
collisions 
A 3.4 flm absorption feature appears along several lines of 
sight in the diffuse interstellar medium 
but is not observed in the spectra of dust in dense molec-
ular clouds, though this could simply mean that it becomes ob-
scured by the deposition of an ice mantle or by chemical effects 
, 
its presence in the diffuse interstellar 
medium is then often cited as a measure of the importance of 
such processes. 
However, spectropolarimetric observations of the interstel-
lar 3.4 flm absorption feature towards the Galactic Centre 
! 999; and in the Seyfert 2 
galaxy NGC 1068 show levels of polarisa-
tion below that predicted by carbonaceous mantle-silicate core 
dust models. This strongly indicates that the 3.4 flm band origi-
nates from a population of small, non-polarising, carbonaceous 
grains that share characteristics with the 217.5 nm carrier but 
that are distinct from the silicate grain population responsible for 
the polarisation of the 9.7 amorphous silicate Si-O stretch-
ing band Chiar 
2(07). This spectropolarimetric observational constraint would 
be consistent with the rapid, UV photon-driven dehydrogena-
tion of carbonaceous dust in the low density ISM. It could also, 
in principle, be explained by a process that inhibits or preferen-
tially removes carbonaceous species from the surfaces of silicate 
grains, however, and as far as we are aware, no such viable pro-
cess has yet been found (see Sect. 
It is easy to imagine that small, stochasticaly-heated car-
bonaceous grains could dehydrogenate, as a result of the direct 
UV photo-dissociation of C-H bonds or as an effective cooling 
mechanism, and that they could also react with ambient hydro-
gen to reform C-H bonds on their surfaces, achieving an equilib-
rium composition that depends on the local conditions. 
Sorrell ( 99G) and ( proposed that grains 
entering the diffuse interstellar medium lost most of their hydro-
gen to form graphitic dust, thus increasing the strength of the 
217.5 nm feature and, upon entering denser media, the grains re-
act with hydrogen, which disrupts the aromatic/graphitic struc-
tures and weakens the 217.5 nm band 991). However, 
this appears to be incompatible with the above-mentioned lack 
of a 3.4 flm absorption feature in dense molecular clouds. 
If refractory atoms and molecules slowly accrete onto the 
surfaces of surviving grains only after they have reached the 
comparative safety of a molecular cloud (rather than in the dif-
fuse ISM), then such atoms may have the opportunity to re-
act with additional adsorbed atomic and molecular species be-
fore being buried beneath the growing grain surface. The most 
abundant atomic species is H and the most abundant molecules 
are H2, CO and H20. If these reactions occurred, the SiO, and Fe 
and Mg atoms generated by the erosion of grains in super-
nova shocks might never reform the initial silicate compounds 
observed in the ISM, but might instead form a complex ice. 
Experiments made with mixtures of silane (SiF4), iron pentacar-
bonyl (Fe(CO)s) and H20 ice condensed at very low tempera-
tures (~1 0 K) have demonstrated that a silicate can form from 
such a mixture, especially if the mixture were irradiated with 
cosmic-ray energy protons to warm-up so as to form chem-
ical radicals in the ice However, a major 
problem with the results of this study is that the IR spectrum of 
the warmed silicate residue does not resemble typical IR spectra 
observed for silicates in the ISM. Based on previous laboratory 
work, ( showed that the thermal an-
nealing (T ~ 1000 K) of a highly amorphous silicate condensate 
resulted in more ordered material with an IR spectrum display-
ing narrower peaks and absorption features that more closely re-
semble typical ISM silicate spectra. However, no natural pro-
cess has been identified that would heat grains to temperatures 
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significantly in excess of 1000 K in the ISM for sufficiently 
long time periods to reproduce the observed silicate spectral pro-
file. This process would have to occur on a considerably shorter 
timescale than grain destruction in order to transform the re-
condensed refractory material into the observed amorphous in-
terstellar silicate. 
Thus, any reasonable scenario for grain formation in the ISM 
will yield materials whose spectral properties do not match ob-
servations 998). We suggest that the mineralogy 
of the majority of interstellar silicate grains is established in 
oxygen-rich circum stellar oulllows and is only slightly modi-
fied by subsequent interstellar processes. However, the process-
ing and recycling of carbonaceous matter may be rather fast, and 
more complex, in comparison. 
Recently (2009), in a detailed study of ISM elemen-
tal depletions, came to an interesting conclusion about interstel-
lar oxygen. Its seems from this work that oxygen is incorporated 
into a solid form at a rate that appears to be well in excess of that 
required for silicate and oxide grain formation. In a follow-up 
study postulated that this excess depleted oxygen 
could be in the form of O-bearing C-rich matter similar to an 
"organic refractory" material. 
4. Dust processing in the ISM 
The primary dust destruction processes that lead to the erosion 
of the grain constituent atoms into the gas are sputtering in gas-
grain collisions and vaporisation in grain-grain collisions in su-
pernova shock waves. In general, vaporisation is subordinate to 
sputtering and to the shattering that occurs, along with vaporisa-
tion, in grain-grain collisions 1996). Of the destruc-
tive processes it is therefore sputtering in gas-grain collisions 
that primarily determines the lifetime of dust in the ISM and is 
an important destructive process for all dust grains in interstel-
lar, supernova-generated shock waves and also stellar jets and 
outflows (e.g., 
The atom/ion sputtering yield is less than unity and so the 
process is accompanied by implantation into the grain. Thus, 
atom/ion implantation could actually lead to a net increase in 
the grain mass and the "destruction" process could result in grain 
"growth" (e.g., However, the implan-
tation process leads to major structural changes in the grains 
(e.g., the amorphisation of crystalline grains), and to the intro-
duction of porosity, if the incident atom/ion energies are suffi-
ciently high, i.e., 4-50 ke V (e.g., 200 I) 
At very high incident energies, i.e., of the order of 
Me V per nucleon, the incident ions can completely pass through 
a grain and leave it unchanged. (1977) showed that 
MeV proton irradiation (1 MeV per nucleon) has no signifi-
cant effect upon the IR of forsterite or enstatite grains. 
However, (I showed that 1.5 MeV 
Ne ions (75 keY per nucleon) can disorder crystalline forsterite 
and substantially alter its optical properties. 
Crystalline silicates present an interesting problem and 
demonstrate a very significant difference between the properties 
of grains in the ISM versus the crystalline silicates observed to 
form in outflows of evolved stars (e.g., and 
young main-sequence stars (e.g., Given 
this, there should be some fraction of the interstellar silicate 
grain population that is crystalline, no evidence for crys-
talline silicates 
has been found in general ISM. 
There is the possibility that as much as 5% of interstellar silicates 
could be crystalline, but that these crystalline features would lie 
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below observational detection limits ). Based 
on the structure of the 10 pm silicate feature measured along 
a single line of sight towards the galactic center, aL 
(2004) calculated an upper limit on the fraction of crystalline 
silicates along that very long path to be 2.4 2.4%. 
If interstellar grains are destroyed on rapid timescales in the 
ISM then the lack of crystalline silicate grains is perfectly under-
standable. Since these silicates only form in a small fraction of 
the oxygen-rich stellar outflows, crystalline grains would be rel-
atively rare to begin with. Rapid grain destruction coupled with 
no feasible mechanism by which crystalline silicates can form 
or anneal would predict a dearth of crystalline silicates in the 
ISM and in the presolar grain population. However, given the 
survival of a host of somewhat delicate carbonaceous materi-
als in the ISM, the new dilemma either becomes explaining the 
preferential destruction of crystalline interstellar silicates versus 
carbonaceous grains or finding an alternative explanation for the 
observational data. One good alternative is the deterioration of 
crystalline silicates upon exposure to cosmic radiation (e.g., 
aL 
However, since some crystalline silicate grains are ob-
served in meteorites and rDPs that are demonstrably presolar 
some small fraction of silicates in the ISM must 
be crystalline. 
Supernovae shock waves destroy refractory grains: this is an 
observational fact However, establishing 
the lifetimes of grains in the ISM requires the use of models 
that contain assumptions ranging from the efficiency of the in-
dividual grain destruction mechanisms, to more difficult ques-
tions concerning how much time an individual grain might spend 
in cold cores versus the warm ISM. Theoretical astrophysicists 
have done a great deal of work trying to formulate a compre-
hensive model to address the efficiency of grain destruction as a 
function of shock velocity. The general conclusion drawn from 
such efforts is that an average interstellar grain survives on the 
order of 108 yr before being destroyed (e.g., 
4.1. Modelling vs. observations 
Observations of the elemental depletions in the ISM as a func-
tion of the cloud velocity and density along a given line of sight 
imply that strong shock waves in the low density ISM destroy 
dust It was not 
until the detailed studies by (i 
and that a clear link was made 
between the enhanced gas phase abundances and the destruction 
of grains in low velocity shocks. shows that for 
clouds with velocities as low as 40-50 km the abundance 
of Si can be cosmic. (Note that these are observed radial veloc-
ities, which give only one component of the actual space veloc-
ity.) We also note that, although the cloud velocity in this case is, 
apparently, too low for "complete" dust destruction (e.g., 
1996), the shock that accelerated the cloud of gas and dust 
would have been faster. The density enhancement across a shock 
front is about a factor of four and, in the LSR, the post-shock 
gas would be moving at ~3/4 of the shock speed. The observa-
tional results of (1 could therefore apply to shocks 
now moving at approximately 55-65 kms- 1, assuming that the 
LSR velocity of the preshock gas is close to zero. However, be-
cause the shocks are decelerating, the observed post-shock gas 
could represent gas and dust originally shocked to velocities per-
haps as high as ~200 km S-1 when the shock would have been 
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radiative. For comparison, (find that shocks of 
velocity 150-200 km S-1 destroy only about 30-50% of the sil-
icate dust. Given the observational and modelling uncertainties 
a factor of only two difference here corresponds to a rather good 
agreement between observation and Other works 
Crink!aw 1 
build upon this basis and analyse in depth the elemental deple-
tions as a function of environment. 
used near-UV spectra from the Hubble 
Space Telescope GHRS to measure the abundances and deter-
mine the physical conditions within the ISM in high velocity 
(-105 km S-1 ;s Vo ;s -65 km S-I) and intermediate velocity 
(-60 km S-1 ;s Vo ;s -10 km s -1) gas toward the star ? Ori. 
They find AI, Si and Fe depletions indicative of about 10% sili-
cate dust destruction, which is consistent with the latest models 
for silicate grain destruction However, 
for carbon they find near-solar gas abundances indicating 
60-70% carbon dust destruction. use optical 
and infrared diagnostics that can be used to probe the dust ero-
sion in Herbig-Haro jets in the Orion and Vela star forming re-
gions. They find substantial, but incomplete, Ca- and Fe-bearing 
dust destruction (0-70% and 90% in the gas for Ca and Fe, re-
spectively). They also find that carbon is not depleted in these 
shocks with respect to solar abundances, i.e. carbon dust is es-
sentially completely destroyed. and 
(2006) studied the nature of the dust in the local inter-
stellar wind and cloud and find that the silicate grain elemental 
depletions (Si, Mg and Fe) are consistent with the local cloud 
having been shocked to a velocity of the order of 150 km S-1 . 
However, find that the gas phase carbon 
abundance in the local cloud is at least solar, indicating the com-
plete destruction of the carbon grains in the local ISM that was 
shocked by the supernova event that gave rise to the local bubble 
structure 
Thus, observational evidence from shocked regions in the 
ISM indicates high fractional abundances of gas phase carbon, 
implying that 60-100% of the carbon dust has be-:n destroyed. 
For comparison, in quiescent regions of the diffuse ISM ~40% 
of the available carbon is observed to be in the gas 
For regions of the ISM shocked to velocities of the 
order of 50-150 km S-l 
2006), it appears that the pre-existing carbon 
dust, whatever its original form, underwent major destruction. 
These observational results are in contradiction with the predic-
tions of graphite/amorphous carbon dust shock-processing mod-
els which predict 
that :0;15% of the carbon dust will be eroded for shock veloc-
ities in the range 50-150 km S-l, but in better agreement with 
the recent determinations by 
Their results for an a-C:H carbon dust model for a shock ve-
locity of 100 km S-1 are in rather good agreement with the ob-
servations, and in much better agreement than the results using 
graphite/amorphous carbon as the solid carbon phase 
I 996). 
4.2. Dust lifetimes and the global problem 
The determination of the dust lifetime, i.e., its resistance to 
shock processing, depends on the dust composition and struc-
ture (e.g., In general such calculations 
assumed that the dust is principally composed of amorphous sil-
icates (a-Sil) and graphite/amorphous carbon (a-C). The lifetime 
for hydrogenated amorphous carbon (a-C:H) grains in the ISM, 
of the order of 2 x 108 yr, is shorter by a factor of about three 
than the value of ~6 x 108 yr derived by (1996) for 
a-C grains. For a-Sil dust the lifetime is ~4 x 108 yr 
!996). The shorter lifetime or high destruction rate for grains 
has major consequences for the evolution of dust in the ISM, 
it implies that the average cycling time-scale for dust must be 
short. We may therefore need to focus our attention on how the 
structure of the ISM phases, and the cycling of matter between 
those phases, could perhaps help in explaining this rapid cycling 
requirement. 
An argument against rapid, widespread grain destruction in 
the ISM has been advanced by (I and 
(I Studies of the interstellar extinction curve along 
various lines of sight have shown that both the grain size dis-
tributions and the overall composition of the grain populations 
are far from constant. The simplest models that successfully 
account for such variations in, for example, the shape or rel-
ative strength of the 217.5 nm feature versus the strength of 
the far UV rise (characteristic signatures of interstellar spec-
tra), or the depth of the silicate absorption band, all require sep-
arate, independently variable populations of carbonaceous and 
silicate/oxide grains. Grain destruction, followed by rapid ac-
cretion of refractory (including carbon) atoms onto grain sur-
faces should quickly result in a homogeneous solid state where 
an average grain contains both silicate/oxide and carbonaceous 
matter mixed together. No experimentally-supported mechanism 
has yet been proposed by those advocating the rapid destruc-
tion of grains in the ISM that would maintain separate popula-
tions of oxide and carbonaceous grains. However, Draine (2009), 
and earlier works cited therein, has suggested a combination of 
chemisputtering (by Hand 0) and/or photodesorption/photolysis 
processes that could provide the substrate-dependent selectivity 
necessary to grow separate carbon and silicate dust materials un-
der ISM conditions. A clear problem with this mechanism is that, 
in addition to silicate and carbon formation, it would also yield 
a suite of very stable, metal carbide and silicon carbide mate-
rials that are not observed in abundance in the ISM. Thus the 
suggestion of while not yet a testable hypothe-
sis, and currently unsupported by experimental evidence, must 
necessarily remain somewhat speculative. 
4.3. Dust and the nature of the shocked ISM 
Current models for dust processing in shock waves generally 
make the simplifying assumption that the pre-shock medium of 
the considered ISM phase (e.g., the warm medium 
or a molecular cloud 
is homogeneous (e.g., in terms of density, temperature, etc.) 
and that the medium remains homogeneous during and after 
the passage of a shock. However, is such a fundamental as-
sumption really valid given the observational evidence? Here we 
point out that we wish to consider the effects of "small-scale" 
inhomogeneities in a given medium (i.e., clumps or c1umpiness), 
which is not to be confused with the large-scale multi-phase 
model of the ISM. In fact, we consider that any considered phase 
in the multi-phase model is probably, to some extent, clumpy at 
some level. 
For regions of the ISM shocked locally, e.g., regions of active 
star formation with proto-stellar outflows, the observed shocked 
fluids are clumped and exhibit chaotic velocity fields (e.g., 
The observed structures are indeed rather complex 
and it appears that pre-shock cooling instabilities could have 
been instrumental in forming a of denser clumps in the 
post-shock medium 
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Simulations of triggered star-formation relevant to the for-
mation of the solar system (e,g., indicate that 
shock-cloud encounters can lead to cloud collapse and star for-
mation for shock velocities up to ~ 70 km S-I. A general find-
ing of these simulations is that Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities at 
shock-cloud boundaries lead to a "shredding" of the cloud into 
cloudlets too small to collapse under their own gravity but still 
dense enough that the shock passes around them (e.g., Boss 
Recent work on the processing of PAHs in the ISM shows 
that they are rapidly destroyed in shocks and in a hot gas 
20 Oa,b). In order to explain the PAH emission 
observed in starburst outflow regions, such as in M 82, 
propose that this emission must trace denser 
clouds/clumps of matter entrained in the outnow. The observed 
emission then comes from the "evaporation" of PAHs into the 
lower density hot gas where they emit but where they are also 
rapidly destroyed. 
As pointed out by 10), in the 
case of high velocity shocks between the interacting galaxies 
in Stephan's Quintet, shocked clouds are subject to Rayleigh-
Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities and gas cooling-
thermal instabilities that lead to cloud fragmentation. Their work 
indicates that such a shock-triggered formation of denser regions 
and lower density voids, formed on time-scales typical of the gas 
cooling time-scale, are likely to be at the origin of the molecu-
lar hydrogen and dust observed in the environment of galactic 
collisions. 
Thus, from the observational evidence, it appears that the 
swept up material in shocked regions, over a large range of size 
scales, is likely to be highly clumpy. These density inhomo-
geneities in the pre-shocked and post-shocked media could ex-
plain how some fraction of the PAHs and dust could be protected 
and transported through hostile environments to survive and emit 
in regions where models predict that their survival time-scales 
are significantly shorter than their transport time-scales. Current 
models for dust processing in interstellar shock waves, be they 
supernova- or stellar jet-generated, explicitly ignore any effects 
of clumping on small size-scales (e.g., 
). 
Therefore, the fraction of the dust that is fully exposed to 
the effects of a shock in a clumpy medium is probably less than 
the 100% that is postulated in most studies that assume com-
pletely homogeneous media, although we obviously cannot pre-
clude the possibility of total exposure in some cases. In con-
clusion, it would seem that there is sufficient observational and 
theoretical evidence that the assumption, that all of the dust and 
gas in a cloud are exposed to the full effects of a shock, is not 
justified. This subject obviously merits a more detailed analysis 
and more sophisticated modelling. 
5. Experimental constraints 
5.1. Pre-solar grains 
Pre-solar grains, extracted from meteorites and IDPs, originat-
ing from a wide variety of stellar sources including red giants, 
AGB stars, novae, supernovae and Wolf-Rayet stars have been 
identified based on their isotopic compositions. All of these 
grains must have passed through the ISM before being incorpo-
rated into the molecular cloud that eventually collapsed to form 
our sun. They should therefore tell us something about the con-
ditions that they experienced. 
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Studies of meteorite matrix and IDPs have shown that, 
at a minimum, the following materials are present at some 
level in interstellar dust: nanodiamonds (Lewis 
poorly graphitized carbon 
amorphous carbonaceous materials 
talline and amorphous Ah03 and MgAlz04 
997; 2003; 
crystalline and amorphous silicates 
& Given that a large frac-
tion of the material in the meteorite matrix is of nebular origin 
985) it is surprising that any presolar 
grains survived at all. Considering the generally oxidizing na-
ture of the solar nebula, it is remarkable that most of the presolar 
materials isolated to date are carbonaceous grains that are eas-
ily destroyed via exposure to even moderately high temperatures 
in the presence of oxygen. The carbonaceous grains that do sur-
vive nebular and parent-body processing such as SiC - show 
no apparent signs on their surfaces of pitting (e.g., Hi'1'n;lln,A' 
due to chemi-sputtering or to chipping and micro-
cratering due to grain-grain collision processes that should be 
evident if the interstellar medium were as violent as predicted 
(e.g., 
5.2. Grain formation in the laboratory 
5.2.1. Silicate grains 
Amorphous magnesium silicate smokes have been prepared in 
the laboratory by vapor phase condensation and annealed in vac-
uum to simulate circumstellar processing. The samples can be 
monitored by IR spectroscopy as a function of annealing time 
and temperature (1000-1050 K), focusing on the development 
of the 10- and 20-fLm silicate features. The IR spectrum of the 
initial condensates generally display a broad band at 9.3 fLm. 
As annealing proceeds, the maximum shifts to longer wave-
lengths and eventually stabilizes at 9.7 fLm, the value typically 
reported for silicates in the interstellar medium and in the cir-
cumstcllar outflows of oxygen-rich stars. This type of process-
has been followed in detail by (and 
(1998). Further, they found that the thermal 
evolution of the amorphous magnesium silicate smokes leads to 
the appearance of a dual maximum at 9.8 and 11.2 fLm, indica-
tive of crystalline olivine. The dual-maxima 10 fLm feature is a 
natural consequence of the thermal evolution of the amorphous 
condensate and is not a mixture of distinct populations of amor-
phous and crystalline materials. 
In addition, there is a natural pause or stall in the spec-
tral evolution of these samples, midway between the initially 
chaotic condensate and the more ordered solid. Recent work in-
dicates that this stall phase may represent the nucleation of mi-
crocrystals at the outer edge of the amorphous grains 
Thereafter, individual features sharpen as the sample 
develops a polycrystalline structure that becomes more ordered 
with further annealing. For the magnesium silicate smoke sam-
ples investigated, roughly II days of annealing at a grain tem-
perature of 1000 K were required for the peak position of the 
Si-O stretch to evolve from 9.3 fLm to 9.7 fLm. An additional 
eleven days of thermal annealing (",22 days total) were required 
before the grains reached the stall, and it is estimated that nearly 
three hundred additional days at 1000 K would be necessary be-
fore the infrared spectrum of the annealing magnesium silicate 
progresses beyond the stall. The stall spectrum is therefore a 
practical endpoint in the spectral evolution of most magnesium 
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silicate condensates in circumstellar outflows, though virtually 
all grains in the outflow should evolve to exhibit the 9.7 pm sil-
icate stretch. Since grain temperatures range from 300-600 K 
in the outer shells of typical stellar outflows (j 
any magnesium silicate grain sufficiently annealed to exhibit the 
stall spectrum should remain at this stage of evolution for the 
remainder of its lifetime, barring shock-induced destruction or 
radiation induced amorphization in the ISM. Based on the lab-
oratory results discussed above, grains fonned at temperatures 
in excess of 1067 K anneal from the initial amorphous conden-
sate to a material that displays a spectrum more evolved than the 
stall on timescales of minutes. At temperatures of 1000 K these 
transitions require in excess of 300 days. 
In essence, what these experiments show is that it is possible 
to replicate the spectra of grains formed in circumstellar out-
flows in the laboratory and that such analogue materials match 
the observed spectra of the astronomical silicate quite well im-
plying that the simplest explanation for the properties of sili-
cates in the ISM is that they condensed in dense, circumstellar 
vapors, not in the low-density ISM. On the contrary, vacuum 
condensation in the laboratory tends to produce metallic films, 
which would result in a grey extinction in interstellar grains, and 
in dense, cold, interstellar environments would tend to produce 
grains with much broader spectral absorption bands than those 
observed. 
5.2.2. Carbon grains 
Based on a series of catalytic-type reaction experiments 
discuss an interesting mechanism for the fonnation 
of macro-molecluar, carbonaceous materials from CO and H2 
on the surfaces of amorphous iron and magnesium silicates and 
pure silica smokes. This appears to be a viable process for the 
fonnation of organic materials under primitive solar nebula con-
ditions. If this process could also operate in the lower density 
ISM then it might provide a viable route to hydrogenated amor-
phous carbon grain re-fonnation. However, it might be that the 
accretion process in the ISM begins before the fonnation of CO 
and H2 with the re-accretion of the atomic components (H, C, 
0, etc.) onto the residual grain surfaces after having been sput-
tered into the gas in shocked regions. In this case we then also 
have to explain the chemically-segregated fonnation of hydro-
carbon and silicate grain phases in a gas composed, predomi-
nantly, of the condensible elements H, C, 0, Si, Mg and Fe. 
In a more recent work 0) studied the 
reactions of CO and H2 on graphite surfaces and showed that this 
can lead to the fonnation of carbon nano-tubes at temperatures as 
low as 873 K. Apparently, graphite surfaces can also be efficient 
catalysts in the fonnation of species of astrophysical interest, 
such as carbon nano-tubes. 
6. Resolving the conundrum? 
The timescale for grains, formed in the outflows of dying stars, 
to be incorporated into new proto-stellar systems is on the or-
der of 109 yr 
Given that, on average, grains formed, predominantly, around 
AGB stars and injected into the ISM, only survive of order 
108 yr before being destroyed by a supernova shock wave, the in-
evitable conclusion is that the vast majority of grains now ob-
served in the ISM must have fonned there. es-
timated that some 10% of stardust might never have encountered 
a fast shock before incorporation into the solar system. However, 
this only gives an idea of the maximum possible presolar star-
dust contribution because the major fraction of this dust, along 
with any presolar dust formed in the ISM, would have been re-
processed in the solar nebula and probably have lost all trace 
of its stardust origin. Thus, the meteoritic presolar dust con-
tent must be very small (probably ;S 1 %). On this basis, find-
ing presolar materials that originated in many different stellar 
sources would therefore seem to be a very difficult proposition 
indeed. The result of taking these models of grain destruction 
to their natural conclusion is that it is very difficult to explain 
the spectral properties inferred from the interstellar extinction 
curve and the presence of the vast diversity of pre-solar grains in 
meteorites and IDPs. The spectral properties of grain analogs 
fonned in the laboratory under conditions appropriate to the 
ISM are very different from those indicated by the observations. 
Alternatively, we are forced to postulate that appropriate amor-
phous silicate and carbonaceous grains simply refonn in the ISM 
by processes that we do not yet understand and have yet to 
duplicate in the laboratory. 
In detennining the dust lifetime astrophysicists adopt an ef-
fective number of supernovae, derived from the galactic super-
nova rate, modified to allow for the fact that they occur in as-
sociations and not in isolation. This effective rate is then used 
to calculate the frequency of destructive shocks and the rate at 
which these shocks destroy dust. The global dust lifetime is then 
derived by dividing the mass of dust in our galaxy by the rate 
of grain destruction. What is thus calculated is the time it would 
take to destroy all of the dust in the galaxy, something that is 
never likely to occur. This timescale is then defined as the life-
time of the average grain. Such an approach is clearly inade-
quate to say much about the detailed distribution and more so-
phisticated models are now needed. Additionally, we may need 
to revisit the fundamental question of what we really mean by a 
dust lifetime and whether this tenn really has any useful physical 
meaning in the sense that it is currently employed. 
6.1. Uncertainties re-examined 
An assessment of dust lifetimes in the ISM would not be com-
plete without a look at the uncertainties inherent in the current 
estimates. The key ingredients in these calculations are: the dust 
destruction efficiency in a SN-shock of a given velocity, the mass 
of the ISM affected by a given SN, the effective SN rate and 
the rate of mass exchange between the components in a multi-
phase ISM. We now try and assess the effects of the uncertainties 
in these key elements of the dust lifetime. 
6.1.1. Dust destruction efficiency per shock, E 
As already discussed, the most recent estimates indicate that the 
dust destruction efficiency, E, in the wann ISM is ;SO.S. For ex-
ample, the most effective dust-destroying shocks, in terms of 
the interplay between the mass of the ISM affected and the de-
structive potential as a function of shock velocity, have veloc-
ities =' 1 00 km S-I. For a 100 km S-I shock ( 
(2008) find E "" 0.2 (",,0.3) for 
silicates (hydrogenated amorphous carbons). A key parameter 
in detennining the degree of dust destruction in a given shock 
is b =' (Boll pG)h/no, where Bo is the magnetic field and no 
is the density in the medium ahead of the shock. This param-
eter determines the compression (exU,hock/b) behind the shock 
and the maximum attainable grain velocity (umax ex u;~~cklbI/2, 
e.g., and hence the degree of dust destruction 
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there: for a given pre-shock density, the degree of compres-
sion decreases as b increases due to increased magnetic 
sure, 9(6); Jones 
adopted b = 6 (Bo = 3 jiG and no = 0,25 cm-3), In their study 
( found that increasing Bo from I to 3 jiG 
leads to approximately a halving of the dust destruction (see their 
Table ) and aL ( found that increasing the density 
by a factor of 10 (100) increases the dust destruction by factors 
of ;>;1,5 (;>;2, see their Table 2), Thus, E is somewhat sensitive 
to b but, given that the adopted warm ISM parameters appear 
to be well-constrained observationally, it is likely that the cur-
rent dust destruction efficiencies for a given shock velocity are 
rather sound. However, a comparison of the model predictions, 
for a 100 km S-I shock Diaz-Cano 
indi-
cates an agreement to within only a factor "'2. Thus, it seems 
reasonable to assume that the currently calculated values of 
E could, conservatively, be uncertain by about ±50%. 
6.1 .2. SNe and the multiphase ISM 
In his review ( concludes that, in a three-phase 
ISM, a supernova of energy £51 (1051 erg) can affect the dust 
within an ISM mass of Ms(l) '" 1300£51 Mo. However, there 
is some uncertainty about how much energy SNe actually inject 
into the ISM and, as ( points out, £51 could lie in 
the range 0.3-1.0. There is also some indication that the ener-
gies required to create the observed HI shells in the Milky Way 
may be somewhat lower than expected (e.g., 
2002). We therefore consider that 
the value of £5J could be uncertain by almost 50% and adopt 
£SJ = 0.7 ± 0.3 to encompass the observed range. 
We next consider the effective SN rate, (T~N)-I, which al-
lows for the fact that SN occur in associations, and is generally 
assumed to have a value of ~0.008, equivalent to one SN every 
125 yr (e.g., More recent deter-
minations, based on galaxy observations, find a SN rate TSN = 
121 ± 37 yr (i.e., TS~ := 0.009 ± 0.003) for a barred spiral galaxy 
like the Milky Way Assuming the 
( methodology this would be equivalent to an ef-
fective SN rate (T~N)-I = 0.36 TS~ == 0.003 0.001, To be some-
what conservative here we will assume (T~:-.!)-I = 0.008 ± 0.004, 
i.e. an uncertainty of ±50%. 
Uncertainties in the rates of mass exchange between the dif-
ferent phases in a multi-phase ISM are also expected to be rather 
large. However, and without detailed modelling, it is rather dif-
ficult to assess the likely impact of the related uncertainties. We 
nevertheless believe that this is a key aspect of dust evolution in 
the ISM that warrants a much deeper understanding. Hopefully, 
the new results now emerging from the Herschel and Planck 
space missions will help to shed some light into this dark corner. 
6.2. The dust lifetime re-visited 
We now try to quantify some of the above ideas by modifying 
the standard dust lifetime calculation used by 
1996) which is strictly based upon the "global" method pre-
sented by 989). We can use this 
method to determine the equilibrium fraction of an element, 8eq , 
locked into refractory grains in the ISM. Following the usual ter-
minology here, we define M as the mass of the refractory dust 
element and 8 as the mass fraction of the element locked into 
dust. Further, we adopt 8in as the fraction of the element in the 
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dust injected into the ISM from stellar sources and tin as the el-
ement injection timescale from these sources. tSNR is defined as 
the timescale for supernova shock waves to destroy all of the dust 
in the ISM. As per ( we set a8 to be the fraction of 
dust destroyed during star formation: a = 1 corresponds to the 
destruction of only the dust incorporated into the star, a > 1 im-
plies a net dust destruction near the newly formed star and a < 1 
a net dust formation in the proto-stellar environment. tsf is the 
star formation timescale. We then have (following 989) 




dM8 aM8 M8in M8 
--=---+ 
dt tsf tin t SNR 
(2) 
which can be combined to give an expression for the equilibrium 
fraction of an element in dust in the ISM, 
bin 8 eq "" -:--:-_-:--:--"c,-_-:-:--:--:-:--:-
1 + (tin/tS~iR) + (a - l)(tin/tsf) (3) 
For illustrative purposes we will assume that star formation has 
no net effect on the dust (i.e., a = 1, the effects of this simpli-
fying assumption will be re-examined later) and we then sim-
ply have, 
8 ~ 6m 
eq ~ I + (tm/tSNR) (4) 
If we now adopt bin = 0.9 and the typ-
ical timescales tin ~ 3 X 109 yr 1 
tSNR ~ 4 X yr for Si, Mg and Fe in sil-
icates I and tSNR ~ 2 X 108 yr for C in hy-
drogenated amorphous carbon grains 
then we find that the maximum fractions of the elements 
in stardust are 8eq = 0.11 for silicates and 8eq = 0.06 for hydro-
genated amorphous carbons. Note that these results are slightly 
different from the earlier estimates due to the 
more recent evaluations of the degree of carbon dust processing 
in shocks 2008). 
These results therefore imply that 90-95% of the dust mass in 
the ISM must have been completely re-processed and therefore 
re-formed in the ISM, as discussed in detail in Sect. 4. 
It therefore seems that the fraction of stardust silicates that 
is preserved "intact" should be rather small because we see ba-
sically no crystalline silicates in the ISM. However, the silicate 
mass could be preserved but the crystalline silicates be rendered 
amorphous. The fraction of crystalline silicate in stardust formed 
around evolved stars is probably of the order of 10%, i.e., 8in = 
0.1 and, following on from above, we see that Oeq = 0.01, which 
appears to be consistent with the observations showing a lack of 
crystalline silicates in the ISM However, 
this is not strictly valid because this preserved "crystalline" frac-
tion will in fact have been rendered amorphous by the same pro-
cesses (e.g., ion irradiation in shocks) that led to the dust destruc-
tion (e.g., Given, in particular the apparent 
difficulty of re-forming silicate grains in the ISM, the results of 
these simple calculations of 8eq are clearly in conflict with the 
.observations of the dust in the ISM and the analysis of the pre-
solar dust grains extracted from meteorites and IDPs that we dis-
cussed earlier in Sect. 5. 
The basic problem with this approach to the dust lifetime 
calculation is that it implicitly assumes the (unlikely) "instanta-
neous" and "global" processing of dust. However, it is clear that 
dust processing must occur on local scales. In Sect. 4 we showed 
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that on local scales the dust destruction in individual processing 
events (e.g., shock waves) is consistent with our current models. 
The problem therefore arises when we apply these "localised" 
results on a Galactic scale. 
We now re-examine the lifetime calculation taking into ac-
count the uncertainties in the parameters E, TSN and Ms(l). 
Following (and (tSNR can be 
calculated as follows: 
MISM XTSN 
tSNR = J yr, 
E(us)dMs(us) 
(5) 
where MISM = 4.5 X 109 M8 is the mass of the ISM (gas and 
dust), the effective SN rate TSN = 125 yr, Ms is the mass of the 
ISM shocked to a velocity of at least Us, and following 
we have Ms(vs) = 2914 M8u;7 and 
4.5 x 109 M8 X TSN 
tSNR = yr, (6) 
2 x 2914 x J(E(vs7)/u;7)dus7 
where E(Us7) is the typical dust destruction efficiency as a func-
tion of the shock velocity Us7, which is expressed in units of 
107 em S-1 (i.e., 100 kms- I ). Using the latest dust destruc-
tion results for silicates aL and hydrogenated 
amorphous carbon or a-C:H 
E(Us7) can be fitted with the simple analytical form E(Vs7) = 
(2Vs7 - l)/n (where n = 6 for silicate dust and 3 for a-C:H dust) 
where we take only the positive values. This simple fit leads to 
a good agreement with the previously-derived values for tSNR 
LJ;,.LG-'-"'''V & Jones and also re-
produces the detailed destruction as a function of the shock ve-
locity to within less than a factor of two. Adopting this simple 
analytical form the integral in Eq. is evaluated as l.l/n and 
we then have, 
4.5 x 109 M8 X TSN 
t - yr 
SNR - 2 x 2914 x (l.1/n) . (7) 
Substituting for TSN and adding the uncertainties estimated in the 
previous section we have 
n x [(4.5 ± 2.2) x 109 ] x (125 ± 62) 
tSNR = 2 x (2914 ± 870) x (1.1 ± 0.6) yr, (8) 
where we have also assumed an uncertainty of ±50% for the 
mass of the ISM in the Milky Way. Combining the uncertainties 
in quadrature we find that the overall uncertainty is of the order 
of 90%, i.e., 
tSNR '" n x (8.8 ± 7.9) x 107 yr. (9) 
This estimation yields values of ~(0.3-1O.0) x 108 yr and 
~(0.2-5.1) x 108 yr for the silicate and a-C:H grain "global" 
lifetimes, respectively. If, as discussed in the previous section, 
the magnetic field strength in the warm ISM has been underes-
timated, then E will have been somewhat overestimated. Taking 
into account the combination of the likely uncertainties in the 
dust lifetime determination we can see that the silicate dust life-
time is not entirely incompatible with the typical dust injection 
time-scale of tin ~ 2 ± I x 109 (e.g., 
Thus, the time-scale dis-
crepancies for silicate dust look less worrying but are probably 
still significant enough for carbon dust that we have to worry 
about its (re-)formation in the ISM. The equivalent equilibrium 
fraction of an element in stardust in the ISM is now given by 
(
tin )-1 ( (2 ± 1) x 109 )-1 beq "" bin I + -- = bin 1+ , (10) 
tSNR n x (8.8 ± 7.9) x 107 
where the uncertainties on beq are of order 100%! 
Note that in the above we have not taken into account any 
uncertainties associated with mass transfer between the vari-
ous ISM phases. From the observational results discussed in 
Sect. it appears that in shocked environments matter is en-
trained into shock-formed or shock-enhanced clumps, as ob-
served in stellar and galactic winds into inhomoge-
nous media 1 
see also the 
discussion in Sect. It is therefore possible that the dense 
clumps could protect the interior gas and dust and shield them 
from the destructive effects of the shock and the hot post-shock 
gas. (The dense clumps will, given the right conditions and suf-
ficient time, tend to "evaporate".) We do not consider this pos-
sibility further here because it appears that any "entrainment" 
would have to be very efficient at protecting matter, maybe unre-
alistically so. Thus, the issues related to the structure of the ISM 
and the mass transfer between the various phases clearly need to 
be fully investigated with more sophisticated models. 
6.3. The effects of stars and star formation re-examined 
In the previous section we made the simplifying assumption that 
star formation has no net effect on the dust (i.e., a = 1). A closer 
examination of this assumption, in the light of the use of this pa-
rameter in determining the equilibrium fraction of stardust in the 
ISM (see Eq. (3», reveals that it could be of critical importance. 
Indeed (pointed out that proto-stellar discs 
could be important sites of silicate grain formation. 
In general, the star formation timescale, tsf, is defined 
as M/ tV! and, given a Milky Way star formation rate of 
~3 M8 yC1 and an interstellar gas mass of ~4.5 x 109 M8, im-
plies tsf ~ 1.5 X 109 yr and that the ratio tin/tsf is of order 2. 
Thus, only a rather large net formation (or loss) of dust during 
star formation (a < 0.5) could have any major impact on dust 
cycling in the ISM. 
Given that the silicate materials in the ISM already contain 
the majority of the condensable oxide and silicate forming el-
ements (Si, Mg and Fe) in the quiescent ISM, processing dur-
ing star formation could have little effect on the silicate stardust 
content. However, for carbonaceous materials in the ISM, where 
only about half of the carbon is to be found in a solid form, 
the effect could be important if the star formation process is a 
net carbon dust source. This would be possible if a major frac-
tion (>0.5) of the carbon is incorporated, or re-incorporated, into 
dust and subsequently ejected into the ISM as intact grains from 
the star formation site. This could occur in molecular clouds by 
the direct accretion of carbonaceous mantles onto pre-existing 
grains, or the accretion of ice mantles in dense regions and their 
radiative re-processing to more refractory materials with the on-
set of star formation (see Sect. 3.2). In this case it would seem 
that the star formation process in molecular clouds could be a 
source of carbon dust re-processing and re-formation. 
Evidence for a net dust formation and injection from stellar 
regions may also come from the observation of the j3-meteoroids 
that are ejected from the solar system solar radiation pressure 
Berg In addition, the large-
scale circulation pattern in the solar nebula - and presum-
ably in all protostars - carries materials processed in the in-
nermost nebular regions out to at least 40-50 AU, the region 
where Kuiper Belt comets form. This large-scale cycling has 
been confirmed by the results of the STARDUST mission 
which recovered chondrule- and CAl-like fragments from comet 
Wild 2 (a Kuiper Belt Comet) that could never have been 
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closer to the sun than 40 AU, though it must certainly have 
formed much farther away see also the 
2009, M&PS STARDUST Special Issue, VoL 44, No. 10). The 
Fischer-Tropsch type synthesis of carbonaceous materials is a 
process that appears to work within the inner nebula. The prod-
ucts of this reaction could clearly also be carried from the in-
ner nebula and out to the Kuiper Belt and possibly beyond (e.g., 
From these mass transfer circulation pat-
terns, and the effects of (proto-)stellar jets, both carbon dust and 
crystalline and amorphous silicates, could have been formed or 
processed in the inner nebulae and transported out to the edge 
of the solar system, possibly to be lost via the processes that 
eventually clear out these nebular regions, e.g., T Tauri winds. 
For carbon, this could lead to a net increase in the mass of dust 
in the ISM while for silicates this could increase the mass frac-
tion of crystalline materials in the local dust population. 
Interestingly, there appears to be a rather significant flux of 
(nano-)particles, originating in the inner solar system close to the 
Sun; their detection and possible origins have been extensively 
discussed (1 and 
It is possible that such processes, especially for carbona-
ceous matter, could seed the local ISM with (nano-)particles 
that can then act as accretion centres for gas phase refractory 
atoms and, thus, lead to dust mass re-formation. This could 
be particularly important in regions such as the Local Bubble 
where practically all of the available carbon has been eroded 
into the gas by the effects of supernova-generated shocks (e.g., 
20(6). For silicate materials their erosion in 
the Local Bubble is significantly less (~1O-20% destruction) 
than for carbon-bearing dust (~100% destruction) and so the 
need for silicate/oxide dust (re-)formation, or re-accretion, lo-
cally is relaxed. 
7. Concluding remarks 
Current methods used to determine the "lifetime" of dust in the 
ISM (",108 yr), that adopt a "global" or galactic-scale approach, 
present certain difficulties with respect to a number of observable 
quantities, notably: 
- Laboratory analyses of pre-solar grains, present in meteorites 
and interplanetary dust particles at about the one percent 
level, that indicate that not all dust is destroyed/re-processed 
in the ISM but that some, non-negligble, fraction of stardust 
is transported through the ISM intact, from many tens of dif-
ferent stardust sources, and preserves a memory of its origin. 
- The apparent, fast re-cycling of carbonaceous matter in 
the ISM, which seems counter to the presence of rather 
"volatile", oxidisable, carbon-rich pre-solar grains. 
- The extreme difficulty in forming, from atomic, ionic or 
molecular constituents, any sort of silicate/oxide phase in the 
low density and low pressure ISM with spectral properties 
even remotely similar to those observed. 
- Efficient dust destruction implies the efficient re-formation 
of separate populations of carbonaceous and silicate/oxide 
grains in the tenuous ISM from a gas of approximately "cos-
mic" composition; i.e., from the (atomic) products of dust 
erosion in shock waves. 
Laboratory and astrophysical observations imply that: 
- Dust consists, primarily, of two compositionally-distinct 
phases, namely carbonaceous and silicate solids. 
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- The carbonaceous and silicate dust populations must, pre-
dominantly, be in separate grain popUlations, as exemplified 
by the lack of a polarisation signature in the 3.4 pm carbona-
ceous band (cf., the observed polarisation in the 9.7 pm sili-
cate band). 
- The majority of the condensible, dust-forming elements are 
to be found in dust in the ISM outside of shocked regions. 
- Dust is locally destroyed in the ISM in interstellar and cir-
cumstellar shocks. 
- Carbon dust is more readily destroyed than silicate/oxide 
dust. 
Some remaining conundrums: 
- The, apparently, efficient destruction of carbonaceous dust 
in shock waves implies that it must be rapidly re-formed in 
the ISM, most likely by re-accretion onto surviving carbona-
ceous and silicate grain surfaces. Yet polarisation observa-
tions indicate that re-formed carbonaceous matter must oc-
cur as a dust component distinct from the amorphous silicate 
phase. 
- Do cosmic rays destroy/amorphize a significant quantity of 
dust in the ISM on short time-scales? The presence of "pris-
tine" pre-solar grains that existed in the galactic ISM for, 
probably, hundreds of millions of years before their incor-
poration into the solar system might seem to imply that cos-
mic rays are not an important dust processing agent. 
- Can grains that are inside denser clumps that interact with 
supernova shocks be shielded from destruction to some ex-
tent as the shock wave "shreds" the dense cloud? 
It appears that the current estimates of "global" dust lifetimes 
could be uncertain by factors large enough to call into question 
their usefulness. 
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